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Propagator module



 

Extrapolator       tsa Propagator

~ 360 lines interface in IExtrapolator.h 
~ 4700 lines of code in Extrapolator.cxx 

~ 2 public interface methods, same functionality 
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An example of code rationalisation

https://doi.org/10.1016/0010-4655(94)90217-8
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Code modernisation

AtlasStepper, transcript in ACTS project

EigenStepper, covariance transport
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Propagator infrastructure

Propagator<Navigator, Stepper>

Mathematical module that ensures 
transport of parameters & covariances through  
magnetic field (if present)

Module that provides next candidate surfaces: 
- Detector surfaces 
- Layer approach surfaces 
- Boundary surfaces

new layer initiates new detector surface candidates

new boundary surface (= new volume) initiate 
new layer candidates

Proposal:

Drop the layer concept and simplify to surfaces and volumes only, see tomorrow & detray talks.
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Propagation flow

Stepping loop 
(until max number of steps)

Navigator::status: 
On a current surface?

Walk through actor list 

Walk through aborter list 

Navigator::target 
Next candidate surface
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BoundParameters to BoundParameters

return  { BoundParameters, JacobianBoundToBound, ActsScalar };

CurvilinearParameters to CurvilinearParameters

dim: 6 dim: 6x6

FreeParameters to BoundParameters
return  { BoundParameters, JacobianFreeToBound, ActsScalar };

dim: 6 dim: 8x6

Free/bound state propagation: Stepper 

BoundParameters to FreeParameters

return  { FreeParameters, JacobianBoundToFree, ActsScalar };

dim: 8 dim: 6x8

FreeParameters to FreeParameters

return  { FreeParameters, JacobianFreeToFree, ActsScalar };

dim: 8 dim: 8x8
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State propagation: Stepper 
Standard stepper is 4th order Runge-Kutte-Nystrøm integrator 

AtlasStepper, transcript in ACTS project

EigenStepper, covariance transport

Two implementations:

+ Dedicated covariance transport 
module based on auto-differatiation.
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Change to 8x8 internally did show some performance degradation  
- Chance for some customised code in place

! Point of Attention

Free/bound state propagation

Work by Scott Hurley this summer on  
matrix multiplication profiling 



<BoundParameters> to <BoundParameters>

GSF: MultiStepper 

Gaussian sum filter (multi variant Kalman filter) needs the propagation of several  
components for each measurement surface  
- Enabled by a dedicated stepper, that allows to transport multiple components in parallel 
- All components follow the same navigation stream (otherwise impossible for the fit to converge) 
- Demonstrator of the success of component design choice 

- Fits into the current design by exchanging the stepper with a multi component stepper 
- See talk by Benjamin on GSF 

Multiple components
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Actor & Aborter design
Propagator is compile-time extendable via Actor/Aborter mechanism 
- function call takes templated Options class and hence changes 

return type appropriately 
- has proven to have a high flexibility  
- needs configuration at compile time  

Clients like ATLAS have a large  
configuration space to cover 
- A pre-compiled instance of every setup? 
- A switch on/off action for Actors  

(some have a sterile flag already) ?

! Point of Attention


